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Another word for movement in dance

(Music) A type of popular dance music was developed around 1935 and based on jazz but employs a larger band, less improvisation, and simpler harmonic and rhythmic patterns. grand ball An act or instance of prancing dress ball The type of music usually played for such a dance A dance where your feet slide along or move near the floor. perform the
steps of (Intransitive) to move hastily or which through twitching or bouncing Stand is defined as being in an upright position. A ball (formal dance) where the dancers wear masks or fancy dress foot it (Australia, New Zealand, Uk) A large open-topped garbage can, designed to be lifted onthe back of a truck to remove both bees and contents. See also: guise,
and the cotillion A formal ball, especially one at which young women are presented to society. People of a specified group or kind: Playing or romping around in a cheerful, carefree way trip-the-light-fantastic-toe Outdated form of travel light fantastic. (--- Music) The music for this dance, often used as the first movement of a suite. chasse A ballet movement
consisting of one or more fast sliding steps with the same foot as always leading. The definition of a jig is an energetic folk dance, or a template used with a saw for woodworking. A spherical or almost spherical body: The definition of a promenade is a public walkway, especially on a boardwalk or around water. A ball or dance, as of a certain class at a
school or college The definition of a masquerade is a fancy costume party where guests wear masks, or to live or act in a false manner. To move while rotating or twisting: mix the feet To move yourself suddenly from the ground, etc. by using one's leg muscles; jump; Spring A slow Latin American dance in triple meters. (Informal) A trial effort; try The
definition of a caper is a pickled bud from a juniper bush, a playful jump or a trick. A social feature, especially one intended to give a welcome or greeting: A dramatic composition written for such entertainment, usually in verse A dance held late in the afternoon, at the teatime thé dansant (French) A social gathering, like a dance, to get people acquainted with
each other A twining vine (Humulus lupulus) with lobed leaves and green female flowers in conelike spikes. Noisy party or festivities. Walking, running, or dancing with light, quick steps; skip; capers Glide is defined as moving easily or flowing smoothly. The definition of a party is a collection of people to have a good time or celebrate an occasion, or a group
that does things together or a group of people who share the same political ideals. polonaise To move on, esp. with speed To dance or move in a playful, lively way; frolic Playing or playing in a lively way The act of jumping, jumping or dancing. A town in southeast South Carolina northeast of Savannah on Charleston Harbor. Founded in 1670, it it as a port
and became a major cultural centre. The civil war began here with the signing of the Secession Ordinance (20 December 1860) and the bombardment of Fort Sumter (12 April 1861). A form of urban dance originating in the late 1960s, with undulating, fluid body movements and short-held poses, performed to funk music. bourree An old French dance similar
to gavotte, usually in 3/4 or 2/2 time begins with an upbeat. branle A French dance can-can-can for 16th century Alternative spelling of cancan. cha-cha The music for this dance. courante A stylized dance of this type used as a movement in a classical suite gavotte A French dance, either in 4/4 or 2/2 time. hula-hula A dance in 4/4 time of Latin American
origin, similar to rumba. rigadoon A quickstep dance for two people. The music for any of these dances. A Scottish dance, slower than a roll, for two dancers. A rough, loud quarrel or fight; row schottische A couple's German dance in 2/4 time. hopak A Ukrainian national dance in 2/4 time. execute the figures in Walking, especially when as a result of regular
transport are inaccessible. cut-a-mat (Idiomatic) To dance, especially in a powerful way and in one of the dance styles of the first half of the twentieth century. (Music) Playing or dancing to rock music. (Intransitive) To dance in fashion dance style. (Intransitive) Using a move in some board games where one game piece is moved from one legal position to
another passes over the position of another piece. Moving, esp. up and down, with short, jerky movements (Intransitive) Shaking, rattling, or wiggling. To adjust, change, rearrange or manipulate (Intransitive) To move in a playful manner; to frolic. (Intransitive, hose) To leave. Jumping around; prance or capers To lean or bend to one side; veer: To form to or
arrange in a spiral, vortex, or twist. curvet (Of a horse) Jumping around, frolic. (Intransitive, by a person) To move oneself in such a position. To stand, sit, or rest in an elevated place or position. To engage in or perform (a dance). Putting (a player) on a position in a sport or in a game: Off or as an antiphon; sung or chanted in alternation antiphonic Ha the
presence of an antiphon between two choirs with a cold and a response in song or in chant, usually in the form of a hymn or a hymn. saltatorial Del or all of this item has been imported from the 1913 edition of webster's dictionary, which is now free of copyright and thus in the public domain. The imported definitions can be significantly inna date, and any
newer senses may be missing completely. saltatory Continue by leaps and bounds rather than through smooth gradual transitions. antiphony Responsive or antiphonal singing or chanting. A large room used for dancing and banquets. A circulating gazette of news; a newspaper. danse-macabre (Art) Also known as Dance of Death, a subject in art, literature
and drama, or a certain work in that style, where death (in the form of a rotten corpse, skeleton, personified Death i.e. Grim Reaper, or similar) is shown leading people in all social ranks (high and low) to the grave. It shows that whatever people have in life, death comes to all equal, regardless of age, status, or wealth or power. do-si-do The prompt given to
signal such a movement. Alternative spelling of eurythmics. A lively Spanish dance in rhythm that ranges from slow to fast 3/4 time A branching, hair-like structure that grows on the wings of birds that allows their wings to create lift. gavot Alternative form of gavotte. (Music) A Polish folk dance in triple time, usually moderately fast, which contains a heavy
accent at the third beat and sometimes the second beat. (Music) A movement that is part of a longer musical composition such as a suite, sonata, or symphony that is inspired by and conforms to formal characteristics of dance of the same name. pas-de-deux Alternative form of pas de deux. A quick dance for couples, developed in Bohemia in the early 19th
cent.: the basic step is a hop followed by three small steps poussette A movement, or part of a figure, in contradance. A dance of French origin, similar to cotillion but performed by sets of four pairs An early 20-cent. ballroom dance in 2 / 4 time, as a slow fox trot (Informal) Something that presents no difficulties and can be accomplished with little effort. To
hunt and bring back; Download. Getting your foot down on an object or surface by force: (Slang) To handle, to flirt with, to deal with. To perform in a playful or carefree way; to frolic or romp Find another word for dance. In this page you can discover 151 synonyms, antonyms, idiommatic expressions, and related words for dance, such as: swing, dance, grand
ball, prance, dress ball, hoedown, shuffle, perform the steps of, skitter, stand and masked-ball. In addition to the techniques and benefits of somatic therapy, the author discusses the role of Dance and Dance Movement Therapy (DMT) as part of her personal and professional journey. Movement therapy users reported positive emotional health outcomes twice
as much as manual therapy users and 10% more reported positive physical health outcomes. La terapia por restriccion del lado sano o CIMT segun sus siglas en ingles Constraint induced motion therapy, se utiliza para denominar un conjunto de modalidades de tratamiento, cuya caracteristica comun es desecfavorer el uso del miembro superior no afectado
o menos afectado, combinandolo con entrenamiento intensivo del miembro paretico, [16] que implica una practica de tareas de orientacion funcional promoviendo el uso de la extremidad superiorica, junto con la restriccion de la extremidad superior menos afectada. It is organised in the four of this this and discusses how the theory evolved and applied to
performing arts and motion therapy. While some previous familiarity with Laban/Bartenief is a plus, this offers a new text for Laban practitioners and researchers and follows its applications from classroom and studio to daily life, making it a top reference for both health and performing arts collections. With 17 years of teaching experience, personal Kate
viniyoga, blend holistic teaching including hatha yoga, qi gong, shaolin art, guided visualizations, motion therapy, relaxation and more. verb sto tell dancers what movements to make, especially for a square dance noun someone whose task is to plan the movements that dancers perform on stage phrase able to move or dance in a simple and graceful way
adjective a dancer who is wood moves in a very rigid way that does not look natural or graceful English version of thesaurus of dance movements and choreography choreography
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